
Spring Beauty: Steal vs. Splurge

Written by Lauren Topor

Whatever your budget, you can get the hottest beauty products this spring. We let you know when to splurge and when to steal.

Splurge:

Deborah Lippmann Nail Color, $16

Known for working with some of the most iconic figures in fashion like Sarah Jessica Parker and Cher, Lippmann’s luxury line of nail colors will
give you a manicure fit for a celebrity.

Shiseido Bio-Performance Intensive Skin Corrective Program, $300

In just two weeks, you can achieve visible results and improvements to your skin. Serum and balm work together to reawaken your complexion,
creating a smoother, firmer appearance.

Chanel Hydrating Sheer Lipshine, $34

For the perfect pout just add a touch of soft color. The lightweight lip color boosts appearance of the lips by plumping and smoothing where it
matters most.

Clarisonic Skin Cleansing Systems, $195
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A must have for every beauty savvy woman. Keep your skin exfoliated and fresh by using the device each day.

Crème de la La Mer Anti-Aging Remedy $140

Looking to reduce dark circles and fine lines? Embrace in the healing and hydration power to combat the effects of aging.

 

Steal:

Revlon Liquid Lipstick, $8

Get that classic old Hollywood look you have been lusting over with easy application and all-day wear.

Pantene Pro-V Hair Mask, $4

Add moisture to your mane and repair longtime damage with a rejuvenating hair mask that will leave hair feeling luxuriously silky and soft.

Physicians Formula Organic Makeup Remover Towelettes, $7

Keep your skin glowing and bright, wipe away the day safely and organically.
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Maybeline New York Great Lash, $6

The iconic pink and green tube has been around for decades. Vamp up your lashes and get the volume you desire most. Your make up bag
should not be without this classic staple.

Almay Smart Shade Powder Blush, $12

Look pretty in pink with a touch of blush swiped on your cheeks. The smart shade power instantly blends colors to best match your skin tone.
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